
Disclaimer: Machine Wash Cold. Do Not Bleach or Tumble Dry (Line Dry). Do Not Iron or Dry Clean. Some Shrinkage is considered normal after washing. With flatbed dye-sublimation sock printing, only one side of a sock is printed at a time. Each sock runs through 
the sublimation machinery twice to be printed on both sides (the front and back). The printing on the edges of socks overlap slightly resulting in a fine imprint line running the length of each sock (this fine line is more visible with lighter colored imprints). We advise 
keeping logos ½” away from sock edges to avoid logos being cut off. Additionally, small creases in socks may occur during printing which will appear as small white spaces. These conditions are unavoidable and are not considered defects. (Credits or returns will 
not be accepted).  All our digital 4 color process printing methods (dye-sublimation, heat transfer and direct) utilize specialized computer printers to transfer your image onto our products. This print method uses CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) ink colors and 
not pre-mixed PMS inks (which are used in silkscreen and pad printing). Therefore, exact PMS color matching is not possible and we cannot issue credits, refunds or accept returns for an issue relating to a requested PMS color match. We will do our best to match 
your colors as closely as possible.  Each product is manufactured and printed individually, so 3/16” movement in logo alignment may result and cannot be considered a defect in printing. Note on proofs: E-Proofs are for logo placement and size approval only. The 
colors shown on e-proofs will not be accurately represented on monitors. Therefore, e-proofs cannot be an exact color representation and factory is not responsible for ANY variation #E4728 Expire 7/31/2023 . 0523R

Setup Charge: 60.00 (G). Price Includes: a Full Color imprint on each sock. Exact color match cannot be guaranteed. Repeat Setup Charge: 
32.50 (G). Email Proof Charge: 7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time. Production Time: 10 Days. Packaging: Polybagged per pair. 
Material: 99%polyester+1%Elastane. Imprint Area: 2” W x 1-1/2” H. Size: approximately 9-1/4” H x 4-3/4” W. (Women’s 7-14 ; Men’s 6-12’). 
Weight: 10 lbs / 100 pairs. Assorted Colors: Minimum assortment per color is 100 pieces.
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Available Colors:

Soft Soft && Fuzzy Fun Sock Fuzzy Fun Sock

100 250 500 1,000+  

3.85 3.65 3.50 3.35 (C)

#SOCK14 - “TERN”
Soft and Fuzzy Fun Sock
Ultra-comfortable unisex soft, warm and fuzzy 
sock. Price includes up to a full-color imprint 
on the outside ankle area of each sock in pair 
(both socks are printed). Machine wash cold 
and air drying is recommended.  


